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Abstract

We consider the X-Ray Resonant Raman Scattering (RRS) in La in the whole M4,5 region
ending with a state with a 4p hole, along the sequence 3d104f° -» 3d94f' -» 3d'°4p54f'. The final
state configuration mixes with that with two 4d holes i.e. 3d104d84fn+2 having almost the same
energy. Thus RRS must be described by introducing final state Configuration Interaction (CI)
between states with one 4p hole and with two 4d holes. This approach allows detailed experimental
data on La-metal to be interpreted on the basis of a purely ionic approach. It is shown that the
inclusion of CI is crucial and has very clear effects. The calculations with the Kramers-Hei sen berg
formula describe all measured spectral features appearing in the strict Raman regime i.e. dispersing
with the incident photon energy. In the experiment also a nondispersive component is present when
the excitation energy is greater than about 2 eV above the M5 peak. The shape and position of this
component is well accounted for by a model based on all possible partitions of the excitation energy
between localised and extended states. However, the intensity of the nondispersive component is
greater in the measurements, suggesting a rearrangement in the intermediate excited state. The
comparison of ionic calculations with the metal measurements is legitimate, as shown by the
comparison between the measurements on La-metal and on LaF3 with M5 excitation, giving the
same spectrum within the experimental accuracy. Moreover, the experiment shows that the final
lifetime broadening is much greater in the final states corresponding to lower outgoing photon
energies than in the states corresponding to higher outgoing photon energies.



1. Introduction

Among the Rare Earths (REs) and the preceding nearby elements in the periodic table the

creation of a 4p hole must be described as a many body problem. This is the main reason of interest

of this topic. In fact the configuration with a 4p hole interacts strongly with the configuration with

two 4d holes since the nondiagonal coupling matrix element is not negligible with respect to their

energy separation. Basically this comes from the fact that the energy needed to create a 4d hole is

not far from one half the energy to create a 4p hole. This final state configuration interaction (CI)

has been traditionally studied with nonresonant photoemission or with nonresonant fluorescence

emission. Only recently the interest of studying this problem with Resonant Raman Scattering

(RRS) at the MU,5 thresholds has been shown in Ref. ('), where only calculations on nonresonant

photoemission have been given, (previous works are listed in Ref.C1)). Moreover a qualitative

rationale has been presented (2) and compared with RRS excited at M5 and at M4 in Te, La and Gd

but without any comparison with calculations. The rationale of Ref. (2) is essentially based on the

interplay between the multiplet splitting, the CI strength, the separation of the configurations and

the core spin-orbit splitting. The combination of these parameters determines the Z dependence of

the spectral functions and their energy extension. In general not one of these parameters is

negligible with respect to the other and a complete calculation including all these effects is needed

to fit the spectra. The lack of these calculations prevented up to now a detailed comparison with the

experiment needed to assess the potential of this spectroscopy whose use is becoming increasingly

easier by exploiting the third generation Synchrotron Radiation sources. The purpose of this paper

is to compare complete RRS calculations with unpublished measurements on Lanthanum vs. the

excitation energy across the whole M4?s region (3). Hereafter we will call this process "4p-RRS"

with the understanding that the excitation is in the M^s region.

The comparison between theory and the "4p-RRS" experiment has not been done in Ref. (')

on Gd due to computational difficulties making Gd not the best candidate for heavy calculations on

a process never studied before. The use of La has distinct advantages:



- among REs La is the simplest case to be calculated. The great difference in computational

difficulty with respect to Gd comes from the different occupation of the 4f ground state. The "4p-

RRS" process is 3d lo4f -» 3d94f"+1 -> [3d104p54f+1-3d104d84f+2] where the final states within

parenthesis are coupled via CI and n is the 4f occupation in the ground state. In La n = 0 so that the

number of terms is much smaller than in Gd where n = 7.

- La has the advantage of involving directly the 4f states in the excitation and in the emission

while more extended states are involved in lighter systems. Thus there is a good chance of

describing the process with an ionic approach.

- among the REs La has the lower excitation energy so that, for a given spectrograph, the

measurements can be done with the narrowest energy bandpass among REs.

The results show that the lifetime broadening increases in the spectral region at lower

emitted photon energies i.e. when the sample is left at higher excitation energy in the final state.

Considering this broadening we find a good agreement between calculations of the dispersive

component and the measurements in the whole excitation range and in particular a very good

agreement with hVjn around M5. Thus the present work shows that the 4p spectroscopy of REs with

RRS has the real chance of recovering ground state information from the spectral functions by a

suitable combination of measurements and theory. In this connection the spectral region to be used

is that at higher emitted photon energies where the lifetime broadening is smaller. This can be

important in systems more complicated than La such as Ce compounds where preliminary data

show that the measured "4p-RRS" spectra are sensitive to the change from a-like to y-like Ce in

Cerium intermetallics (4).

The nondispersive model suggested here gives a good position of the nondispersive

component while it underestimates its intensity. The implications of this point are discussed in

terms of possible rearrangement in the intermediate state.

The paper is organized as follows: the experimental information is given in Section 2 and

the theoretical one in Section 3. In order to save space we do not present the experimental results in
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a separate section. An overview of the theoretical spectra with and without CI is given in Section 4

with a comparison between theory and experiment at M5. The comparison at all other energies is

made in Section 5. The conclusions are summarized in Section 6.

2. Experimental

The experimental approach and the apparatus are the same as in Ref. (!) but with an

important difference. We used higher resolution both in the incident beam (hVin) and in the analysis

of the scattered beam (hvout)- The measurements were done with hVjn bandpass = 1.2 eV and hvout

bandpass = 0.7 eV i.e. the experimental conditions are as in Ref. (2) Since the relative position of

the spectra is of importance to show the details of the Raman dispersion, great care has been taken

in checking the peak positions against possible instrumental drifts. Every 10 minutes the incident

photon energy was checked automatically and about every hour a spectrum with M5 excitation was

taken as a reference. Thus the acquisition time at M5 is much longer so that the Raman spectrum at

M5 has much better statistics and shows many fine details. The dispersion of most of these tiny

features vs. hVjn could not be followed due to limitation in the statistics. The acquisition time of the

whole experiment is about 95 hours.

The sample was La metal and was cleaned in situ with a diamond file. The pressure during

the measurements was better than 5-10" mbar. In a test we have detected signs of contamination by

the residual gas only after about 40 hours. For precaution the sample was cleaned periodically every

12 hours. With M5 excitation also measurements on a crystalline LaF3 sample were done.

The main peak of the spectrum excited at M5 (834.2 eV) is at about 639 eV. We will

measure the excitation energy hVjn from the M5 absorption peak and the scattered photon energy

hVout from the main peak of the correspondent RRS spectrum. This makes the reading of the results

more immediate.



3. Theoretical

The calculation of La metal "4p-RRS" spectra has been done for the La3+ free ion. This is a

good approximation for La metal as far as the process treated here is concerned. In fact in La REs

the crystal field splitting is at most 100 meV so that it can be neglected in the present experiment. In

La metal a Fermi gas is present but this is not relevant as will be discussed below. Moreover we use

isotropic calculations by disregarding the smaller effects coming from the angular selection made in

the experiment. In the spirit of the first calculations including CI this is a sensible approach and has

a more general interest beyond the specific experiment discussed here.

The contributions to the spectrum dispersing with hVjn i.e. the Raman contribution

Sdisp(hVin,hv0Ut) are calculated as a second order process with the Kramers-Heisenberg (KH) formula

where the delta function giving the total energy conservation is substituted by a Lorentzian.

2
Yfln

f
x-

(Eg + hvin ~Ef- hvout
v2 , ~2

(1)

where | g >, | i > and | f > are the ground, the intermediate and the final states of the Hamiltonian

with energies Eg, Ej and Ef, respectively. In the formula we have omitted the multiplicative

constants and the very slow varying factor (v0Ut/Vin).

In formula (1) the configurations in the ground and the intermediate state are 4f° and 3d94f'

c i 8 7

while the final configurations are 4p 4f , and 4d 4f and are coupled by the radial matrix element

R(4p,4f:4d,4d) representing CI, as anticipated in the introduction. The Slater integrals and spin-orbit

coupling constants are calculated by the Hartree-Fock method with relativistic corrections (5). As

usual the intra-atomic correlation not included in this scheme is treated approximately by reducing

the values of the Slater integrals. The integrals Fk(4p,4f), Fk(4d,4f), Gk(4p,4f) and Gk(4d,4f) are

reduced to 75%, 75%, 66% and 66%. All other Slater integrals are reduced to 80%. The present



rescaling is taken from Ref. ( ). The radial matrix element R(4p,4f:4d,4d) is reduced to 73% of the

Hartree-Fock in order to fit the "4p-RRS" measurements. The details of the rescaling are not very

important for the purpose of the present work as shown by test calculations with uniform rescaling

at 75% and at 80%.

In the measured spectra also a nondispersive contribution is present. We assume that the

spectrum is simply the sum of the dispersive and of the nondispersive contribution so that we do not

include in the theory any possibility of transferring intensity between the processes represented by

the dispersive and the nondispersive model. We calculate the nondispersive contribution with the

model introduced in Refs. (7) and (8). This contribution comes from the excitation of a 3d electron

to the continuum of p-symmetry around the core hole site and represented by a density of states p.

In this calculation, we assign empirically the shape of the density of states p(e) and the threshold of

this excitation channel in order to reproduce the experimental M4,s absorption curve. In this model

the nondispersive contribution SNdisp(hVin,hv0Ut) is given by

sNdisp (.hvin,hvOut ) =
Es+hvin~e-Ei'-iTi

x-
Tf In

(E g in
hvin -e-Ef<-hvout)

2 + TJ

(2)

where the intermediate state | i > is assumed to be a direct product of a p-symmetry conduction state

| 8 > and the state of the remaining system | i' > (i.e. | i > = | i ' , e > = | i ' > | e > ) with the energy Ei

= Ei- + e. In the same way, we put | f > = | f, e > = | f > | e > and Ef = Ef + e. In formula (2) the

intermediate state configuration is Sd^f^p1 while the final configurations are 4p54f°6p1, and

4d84f'6p' interacting via CI. In reality the p-derived states are band-like. In the calculation we treat

the p-derived state as an atomic 6p wave function calculated with the Cowan's Hartree-Fock code (5)

but we switch off the Coulomb interaction of the 6p states with the other states in order to simulate



approximately the band-like nature of the 6p-derived states in the solid. Thus the n on-dispersive

spectrum is a convolution between a KH formula (1) and the continuum having density p. The

convolution accounts for all partitions in energy between the two excitation channels. This model

does not include rearrangement in the intermediate state as the process called relaxation in (V°) due

to the energy transfer to some other system. We will see that the comparison with the experiments

suggests that in some cases the rearrangement in the intermediate state is likely to take place.

4. The importance of the CI effect and the M5 case

The measurements have been made in the whole M ^ region at the values shown by the

markers along the XAS spectrum of Fig 1 giving the absorption spectrum measured with the same

bandpass used in the "4p-RRS" measurements. The calculations have been done at the same

incident photon energies.

The results of the calculations of the dispersive part based on formula (1) are summarized in

Fig 2 as a function of the transferred energy (hv;n - hvout)- For readability this energy is measured

from the value correspondent of the main peak in the Raman spectrum with M5 excitation

corresponding to an actual value (hVin - hvout) = 195 eV. Thus the negative values in Fig 2 simply

mean transferred energies lower than this value. The theoretical results of Fig 2 show the spectra

when the final state CI is not included (dotted lines) and with CI (solid line). Both sets of spectra are

presented with a somewhat artificially reduced final state lifetime broadening in order to show also

some fine structure which is blurred when a greater broadening is used. We used Pi = Ff = 0.7 eV

(FWHM). In Fig. 2 the relative position of the spectra without and with CI is significant and

represents the true shift of the theoretical solutions when the CI is included in the Hamiltonian.

Interestingly enough this pulls the CI spectra to an end point at lower transferred energies (i.e. at

higher hvout) than in the corresponding case without CI. In fact the CI mixes the two configurations

with a bonding contribution located at a lower total energy, so that the CI spectra extend to higher

emitted photon energies. The CI effect is very clear and results in an extension of the energy scale



and in the introduction of structures at higher transferred energies. This is the origin of the tail at

lower outgoing photon energy as already measured in Gd (see Refs. (1>2)) and in La with M5 and M4

excitation (see Ref. (2)). Another interesting point is the evolution of the spectra at increasing hVjn

showing the importance of multiplet splitting with an evolution of the fine details of the spectra.

Typically the region at lower transferred energies has a shape evolving with hvin due to the change

in the relative intensity of the multiplet terms when hVjn changes.

A stringent test of the calculations comes from the comparison between theory and

experiment with M5 excitation i.e. the case number 4 where the measurements with the best

statistics are available. The comparison between theory and experiment is made in Fig 3 (lower

panel) with an expansion of the low energy tail in the upper panel. In this expansion the amount of

the noise given by the spread of the data points is well seen and for readability we do not include

the error bars of each single data point. Below the measured spectrum we give at -58 eV and at -30

eV two typical error bars showing that the measured fine details are significant.

This comparison deserves the following comments.

(i) The calculation with CI reproduces very well the general shape of the spectrum, with the

rather narrow peak at higher hvou, and the low energy tail extending along an energy scale typical of

CI.

(ii) As anticipated above, the theoretical broadening is deliberately smaller than in the

experiment in order to show better the multiplet splitting. However the broadening in the region at

higher hvout is only slightly underestimated; the slightly higher broadening in the experiment is

mostly due to the bandpass effect. The aim of the present calculations is the discussion of the CI

effect and not the detailed simulation of the experiment. This would require additional substantial

computational effort since it is apparent from Fig 3 that at the lower hvout the broadening is certainly

much greater than at higher hvout. Simulating this effect would imply a sizeable calculation with a



lifetime depending on the multiplet term. In fact a final hole at higher transferred energies, i.e. at

higher excitation energies of the sample, can in general decay along more numerous channels. Thus

it is reasonable that in the final state the lifetime broadening is greater at the lower hvout- The term

dependence of the lifetime is also supported by the analysis of the 4d-photoemission by Ogasawara

et al. ("). In effect the theory with greater broadening (extra Lorentzian broadening of 2.5 eV)

given by the thick line in the upper panel gives a much better fit below 15 eV. In the very low

energy tail the lifetime broadening is probably even greater. The evidence of a broadening rapidly

increasing with the transferred energy is relevant to assess the merits of "4p-RRS". As a

consequence, the application of this spectroscopy to the study of more complex systems is

potentially interesting mostly in the higher hvout peak region where the final state lifetime does not

blur the multiplet splitting effects. In what follows we will not try to simulate the experimental

broadening.

(iii) Most of the difference in the shape comes from the broadening and not from having

neglected some relevant excitation channel. In fact the total area of the theoretical and of the

experimental spectra below -8 eV are the same fraction (36%) of the total area. The CI conversion

between 4p5 and 4d8 with the excitation of an electron to the continuum and not to a 4f state is not

included in the calculations. The fact that the area of the tail is reproduced by the calculations shows

that this last process is definitely of minor importance.

(iv) The calculations predict a variety of small features due to the effect of multiplet

splitting in the presence of CI. These calculated features are in nice agreement with the position of

the small features seen in the measurements (see the upper panel of Fig. 3). In particular the small

measured features around the peak at -30 eV and the doublet around -8 eV are well reproduced.

The mismatch in the energy position is lower than 10%. All calculated features are seen in the

experiment with the exception of the two features at lower hvout where the lifetime broadening is

very large. To the purpose of the present discussion there is no point in trying to adjust the position



of the small features by tuning the rescaling of the Slater integrals although this is technically

possible.

(v) Another process not included in the calculations is the excitation of electron-hole pairs of

the Fermi gas which is known to be effective not only in photoemission but also in

fluorescence(12,13). This process is known to produce asymmetric lines with a long tail at lower

energies. It is not possible to exclude a priori that this effect is relevant. This point has been tested

with an experiment by comparing the "4p-RRS" spectra with M5 excitation of La metal and of LaF3

where the effect cannot take place since LaF3 is a large gap insulator. The spectra are compared in

Fig. 4 showing that they are essentially equal within the statistical accuracy which is slightly worse

in the fluoride. Only a slightly greater broadening is present in the metal at the left of the main peak.

Thus the effect, if any, is of minor importance. We can thus conclude that the simple ionic

calculation can be applied also to metallic systems. This is consistent with the above argument (iii)

on the relative weight of the tail in the spectrum which is explained by the ionic calculation. The

result of Fig. 4 is also confirmed by recent data on the comparison between Gd metal and the

insulator GdaGasO^ (l4) showing the same "4p-RRS" spectra.

5. The dependence of the "4p-RRS" spectra on the excitation energy

A. Excitation from below threshold to the M5 peak.

It is well known that the M5 threshold is much below the main M5 peak in the X-Ray

absorption spectrum (15). Thus the RRS spectra are expected to have a complex evolution in this

region because they are not simply due to a single dispersing component excited in the Lorentzian

tail of the main peak. The excitation 2 is on top of the tiny feature which is known to be the first

term excited in the M5 absorption (see Ref. (15)). Thus in cases 2 and 3 we have contributions from

the Lorentzian tail of the strong M5 peak and from the excitation 2. The change of the relative

weights of these contributions in the different spectra gives rise to modifications of the main RRS
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peak. Thus RRS is a very stringent test of the ability of describing the La electronic excitations. We

see in the measurements a typical evolution of the shape of the main peak which changes clearly on

going from excitation 1 to excitation 4 as shown in Fig 5 (upper panel) where the spectra are plotted

vs. hvout. This evolution is perfectly reproduced by the calculations given in the lower panel of Fig.

5. The calculations reproduce the experiment without the need of any nondispersive contribution. In

this hVjn region all experimental information can be explained with the standard KH formula (1) up

to about 6 eV above the excitation threshold i.e. about 2 eV above the M5 peak. In the

measurements of the low energy tail the detailed information is lost in the noise although the

dispersion of the main feature at about -30 eV is well seen.

B. Excitation at energies greater than M5

With hv;n greater than M5 we have to distinguish two sub-regions: one with the excitation

between M5 and M4 (cases 5-6-7-8 in Fig 6) and another in the M4 region (cases 9-10-11 in Fig 7).

We treat these two sub-regions jointly because they share an important common feature: the

presence of a nondispersive contribution at about -2 eV, very clearly seen in the experimental

results plotted vs. hvout in Figs. 6 and 7. In some cases this nondispersive peak becomes dominant.

The dispersive contribution is calculated with the standard KH formula (1) whose results (obviously

with CI) are given by the solid lines in Figs. 6 and 7. The broken vertical lines in Figs. 6 and 7 show

the dispersion of the Raman peaks. The dispersive theory with CI describes adequately the main

experimental dispersive features in the whole excitation energy range covered by the experiment

with the usual caveat that the broadening at lower hvout is considerably higher in the experiment. In

the lower hvout region we cannot give a detailed discussion of possible small features as done with

M5 excitation because of the limitations given by the statistics.

The nondispersive component is calculated with the model given by formula (2) presented in

Section 2. In the formula the density of states is assumed as the simplest function compatible with
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the shape of the Mt,5 absorption curve i.e. a linear contribution as shown in Fig. 8 (heavy solid

straight line below the XAS spectrum). In the model no evolution within the intermediate states

before decay is assumed so that the theoretical nondispersive intensity integrated along hvout gives

the continuum density of states p in formula (2).

In Fig 6 and Fig 7 we combine the theoretical dispersive and nondispersive contributions by

adjusting the relative weights to fit the measured RRS spectra. Thus we have used the theoretical

shape of the nondispersive spectrum but not the theoretical intensities. Clearly formula (2) gives a

very good position of the nondispersive component as shown in Fig 6. This is noteworthy since no

assumption on the peak position is made in the model and the spectral shape comes uniquely from

the rather complex calculation given by formula (2). With the inclusion of this nondispersive

component one can reproduce the position of all main features compatibly with the problems

coming from the lifetime broadening. It is only around the M4 excitation that the presence of a

MU-^Ms Coster Kronig (CK) converted component not included in the calculations prevents a

detailed analysis of the peak position (in Fig 7 this is probably reflected in the small difference in

the nondispersive peak positions). On the other hand the intensity of the nondispersive component

needed in the fitting is in general stronger than the theoretical value as it is shown in Fig 8, where

the black squares give the integrated intensity of the nondispersive component used in the fittings of

Fig 6 and 7. The squares do not match the p function (heavy straight line); only in cases 7 and 8 are

the theoretical and experimental intensities comparable.

The experimental nondispersive intensity is already considerable in cases 5 and 6 as

opposite to the theory. This problem cannot be solved simply by changing the threshold of the

continuum whose position is not easily established and could certainly be changed. As a matter of

fact the experimental intensity of the non-dispersive component vs. hVjn has a shape which mimics

the XAS curve. This is not surprising at M4. In fact we do not include in the model the CK M4—»Ms

conversion so that in our fitting we might overestimate the nondispersive component by attributing
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to it also the weight of the M5 component coming from CK. The real problem comes from cases 5

and 6 where there is no CK conversion. This suggests that the theoretical model, although giving a

good energy position, underestimates the intensity which must be determined by a process sensitive

to the intensity of the XAS. A reasonable guess is that this is due to a conversion of the intermediate

discrete excited state into a state in the continuum; this process is not included in the theory.

Needless to say this is a conjecture which could stimulate future investigation on the dynamics of

the intermediate state in the scattering, a problem becoming increasingly important in RRS and in

Resonant Auger (l0). At present this conjecture seems the more reasonable also because this

conversion would change the intensity but not the position of the nondispersive peak which is

correctly given by the model (2).

Before concluding we note that also with excitations far from M5 the theory gives the correct

intensities of the features at lower hvout although this is not immediately seen from the figures due

to broadening problems mentioned above. This is demonstrated, as an example, in Fig.9 for case 7.

In this figure we give the integral vs. hvout of the measured spectrum (solid line), starting from -60

eV, and of the theory (sum of the dispersive and nondispersive part) given by the dashed line. The

two integrals are in excellent agreement apart from a smoothing in the experiment (mainly at lower

hVout) reflecting the lifetime effect. Thus the energy distribution of the theoretical intensities is

correct in the whole hvout range.

6. Conclusions

We have presented calculations of "4p-RRS", including configuration interaction between

the final states with one 4p hole and with two 4d holes, and we have done an extensive comparison

with original experimental results for La metal with excitation in the M ^ region and in LaF3 with

M5 excitation. Within an ionic approach we have calculated both the dispersive and the

nondispersive components of the spectra.
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As far as the "4p-RRS" is concerned, the ionic approach can be used to discuss both the

metal and the insulators. This is shown by the close similarity between the M5 spectrum measured

in the metal, the spectrum measured in the fluoride and the theoretical ionic spectrum explaining in

detail the measured shape including the small details found at high transferred energies. The

measurements show much more broadening at lower outgoing photon energies i.e. when the sample

is left at higher excitation energies. By comparing with the calculations it is shown that this is

mostly due to final state lifetime broadening. In fact the ionic calculations with configuration

interaction between 4p54f' and 4d84f2 accounts correctly for the intensity of the spectrum at higher

transferred energies. This means that other couplings between the 4p hole and two 4d holes

configurations through the continuum have minor importance. The evolution of the spectra when

the incident photon energy increases is well accounted for by the dispersive theory. The

nondispersive theory, accounting in the absorption for all partitions to the 4f and to the continuum

excitations, gives a good position of the nondispersive peaks but underestimates the nondispersive

intensity. It is conjectured that this last point might be due to rearrangement in the intermediate

excited state with a partial conversion to the continuum, of the state created by excitation to the 4f

states.

The good theoretical account of the spectral shape and the results on the broadening show

that "4p-RRS" measurements, in conjunction with calculations, can be a good approach to the study

of complex correlated systems by relying upon the spectral region at higher outgoing photon

energies.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The M45 absorption spectrum of La metal measured with the same bandpass used in the

Raman measurements. The vertical bars and the labels indicate the excitation energies used in the

Raman experiment. The heavy horizontal bar in case 1 represents the excitation bandpass. The

energy is conventionally measured from the position of the M5 peak.

Fig. 2. Theoretical "4p-RRS" spectra plotted vs. the transferred energy (hVin - hvout) at increasing

excitation energies hVjn. The excitation energies are given in Fig. 1. For convenience they are also

given in the small upper panel. The spectra calculated without CI are represented by the dotted

lines, those with CI by the solid lines. The transferred energy is measured from the main peak of the

Raman spectrum obtained with M5 excitation.

Fig. 3. Comparison between theoretical and experimental "4p-RRS" spectra with excitation at the

M5 peak (case 4). The upper panel is an expansion, by a factor of 6, to show the small features.

Below the spectrum at -58 eV and -30 eV we give to typical error bars (for readability we do not

give the error bars of each measured data point). The heavy solid line gives the theory with further

Lorentzian broadening of 2.5 eV.

Fig. 4. Comparison between the "4p-RRS" spectra with M5 excitation in La metal and in La

fluoride.

Fig. 5. Comparison between theoretical and experimental "4p-RRS" spectra with excitation from 1

to 4 (the meaning of the labels is given in Fig. 1). Upper panel: experiment. Lower panel: theory

calculated with formula (1) i.e. dispersive Raman. All spectra are normalized to the same height to

show the evolution of the shape.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between theoretical and experimental "4p-RRS" spectra with excitation from 5

to 8 (the meaning of the labels is given in Fig. 1). The dispersive theory from formula (1) is given

by the solid lines, the nondispersive theory from formula (2) by the dotted lines. The relative

intensities of the two contributions are adjusted to fit the measurements given by the points (see

text). All experimental spectra are normalized to the same height to show the evolution of the shape.

Fig. 7. Comparison between theoretical and experimental "4p-RRS" spectra with excitation from 9

to 11 (the meaning of the labels is given in Fig. 1). The dispersive theory from formula (1) is given

by the solid lines. The nondispersive theory from formula (2) by the dotted lines. The relative

intensities of the two contributions are adjusted to fit the shape of the measurements given by the

points (see text). All experimental spectra are normalized to the same height to show the evolution

of the shape.

Fig. 8. The La M4,5 absorption (XAS) and the modeled absorption to the continuum given by the

heavy straight line. The black squares represent the areas of the non dispersive contribution used in

the fits of the Raman spectra in Figs. 6 and 7. All values are normalised to the maximum XAS

height set to 100.

Fig. 9. Integrated "4p-RRS" intensities in case 7 (the meaning of the labels is given in Fig.l):

integral starting from -60 eV of the measured spectrum (solid line) and integral of the theory

(dotted line) including the dispersive and the nondispersive contributions.
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